Welcome to Nappanee public Library’s first ever reading
challenge - Expand Your Horizons! For this challenge NPL
is giving you various tasks that will expand your horizons by
introducing you to new authors, new genres, new places,
and new things! Hopefully you’ll find tasks that excite you
and push your boundaries.
To participate Check off tasks as you complete them and
return your completed list to NPL.
Search NPL Expand Your Horizons on Facebook to join our
group. Chat with other Participants, NPL staff, and view our
eligible book lists.

Set 5,000+ Miles from Elkhart County, Indiana
Expand your Horizons by reading a book that was recommended by a famous person. For
additional titles, visit their websites, blogs, Instagram, and Facebook pages.

Afghanistan
A House Without Windows : A Novel by Nadia Hashimi (Fiction)
Zeba's life is shattered when her husband is found brutally murdered. Zeba is
arrested and jailed. With the fate of Zeba's life in his hands, Afghan-born,
American-raised Yusuf discovers that, like Afghanistan itself, his client may not be
at all what he imagines. A moving look at the lives of modern Afghan women,
this is astonishing, frightening, and triumphant.
Location – Upper Level Fiction Call Number - F Hash
Also available @ nidl.overdrive.com or on the LIBBY APP E-AUDIOBOOK
Shoot Like A Girl : One Woman's Dramatic Fight In Afghanistan And On The Home
Front by Mary Jennings Hegar (Biography)
In Shoot like A Girl, the author takes the reader on a dramatic journey through
her military career: an inspiring, humorous, and thrilling true story of a brave, highspirited, and unforgettable woman who has spent much of her life ready to
sacrifice.
Location – Main Level Biography Call Number – B H462
The Lovers : Afghanistan's Romeo And Juliet : The True Story Of How They Defied
Their Families And Escaped An Honor Killing by Rod Nordland (Non-Fiction)
Zakia and Ali were from different tribes, but they grew up on neighboring farms in
the hinterlands of Afghanistan. Defying their families, sectarian differences,
cultural conventions, and Afghan civil and Islamic law, they ran away together
only to live under constant threat from Zakia’s large and vengeful family, who
have vowed to kill her to restore the family’s honor.
Location – Main Level Nonfiction Call Number - 958.1047 N8321l

The Pearl That Broke Its Shell by Nadia Hashimi (Fiction)
In Kabul in 2007, with a drug-addicted father and no brothers, Rahima and her
sisters can only sporadically attend school and rarely leave the house, and their
only hope lies in the ancient custom of "bacha posh," which allows young
Rahima to dress and be treated as a boy until she is of marriageable age.
Location – Upper Level Fiction

Call Number - F Hash

The Kite Runner by Khaled Hosseini (Fiction)
Story of the friendship between two boys growing up in Kabul during the final
days of the monarchy. When Amir is forced to flee with his prominent and
wealthy father for a new life in California, he leaves behind Hassan, the son of his
father's servant. Amir cannot, however, leave the memory of Hassan behind him.
Location – Upper Level Fiction Call Number – F Hoss
Location – Main Level Book on CD Call Number – BOCD F Hoss
Also available @ nidl.overdrive.com or on the LIBBY APP E-BOOK

Africa
A Surgeon In The Village : An American Doctor Teaches Brain Surgery In Africa by
Tony Bartelme (Biography)
A Surgeon in the Village tells the true story of Dr. Dilan Ellegala's quest to teach
brain surgery in one of the poorest and most remote places on earth. In vivid
detail, the book also exposes one of the world's most neglected but serious
public health problems - one that kills more people than malaria, tuberculosis
and AIDS combined.
Location – Main Level Biography Call Number – B B283
O, Africa! : A Novel by Andrew Lewis Conn (Fiction)
A spirited tale set in the early days of filmmaking in the 1920s follows the
adventures of Jewish twins Micah and Izzy Grand, who discover personal truths
while filming in Africa before confronting severe period prejudices back home.

Location – Upper Level Fiction

Call Number – F Conn

The Crooked Path by Irma Joubert (Inspirational Fiction)
Lettie has always felt different from and overshadowed by the women around
her– this friend is richer, that friend is more beautiful, those friends are closer. Still,
she doesn’t let this hold her back. She works hard to apply her mind, trying to
compensate for her perceived lack of beauty with diligent academic work and
a successful career as a doctor. She learns to treasure her friendships, but she still

wonders if any man will ever return her interest. Marco’s experience in the second world war
have robbed him of love and health. When winters in his native Italy prove dangerous to his
health even after the war has ended, he moves to South Africa to be with his brother,
husband to one of Lettie’s best friends. Marco is Lettie’s first patient, and their relationship
grows as she aids him on the road back to restored health.
Location – Upper Level Large Print Call Number – LP IF Joub

Temper: A Novel by Nicky Drayden (Science Fiction)
On the southern tip of an African continent that could have been, demons get
up to no good during the time of year when temperatures dip and temptations
rise. Auben needs to rid himself of these maddening voices before they cause
him to lose track of time. To lose his mind. And to lose his . . .TEMPER
Available @ nidl.overdrive.com or on the LIBBY APP E-BOOK
This Book Betrays My Brother by Kagiso Lesego Molope (Teen)
All her life, Naledi has been in awe of Basi, her charming and outgoing older
brother. They've shared their childhood, with its jokes and secrets, the alliances
and stories about the community. In beautiful, lyrical, and intimate prose, Molope
shows the dilemmas facing a young woman as she attempts to find her
place in a new, multiracial, and dynamic nation emerging into the world after
more than a century of racist colonialism. A world now dominated by men. There are no
simple answers.
Location – Upper Level Teen Call Number – T Molo
Born A Crime : Stories From A South African Childhood by Trevor Noah
(Biography)
Born a Crime is the story of a mischievous young boy who grows into a restless
young man as he struggles to find himself in a world where he was never
supposed to exist. It is also the story of that young man’s relationship with his
fearless, rebellious, and fervently religious mother—his teammate, a woman
determined to save her son from the cycle of poverty, violence, and abuse that would
ultimately threaten her own life.
Location – Main Level Biography Call Number – B N739
Also available @ nidl.overdrive.com or on the LIBBY APP E-BOOK

Antarctica
The Stowaway : A Young Man's Extraordinary Adventure to Antarctica by Laurie
Gwen Shapiro (Biography)
The spectacular, true story of a scrappy teenager from New York’s Lower East
Side who stowed away on the Roaring Twenties’ most remarkable feat of
science and daring: an expedition to Antarctica. Billy Gawronski—a mischievous,
first-generation New York City high schooler desperate to escape a dreary future

in the family upholstery business—jumped into the Hudson River and snuck aboard a ship
headed towards Antarctica.
Location – Main Level Book on CD Call Number – BOCD 919.8904S529s
Also available @ nidl.overdrive.com or on the LIBBY APP E-BOOK

South Pole Station : A Novel by Ashley Shelby (Physiological Thriller Fiction)
Do you have digestion problems due to stress? Do you have problems with
authority? How many alcoholic drinks do you consume a week? Would you
rather be a florist or a truck driver? These are the questions that decide who has
what it takes to live at South Pole Station, a place with an average temperature
of -54°F and no sunlight for six months a year. Cooper Gosling is adrift at thirty,
unmoored by a family tragedy and floundering in her career as a painter. So she applies to
the National Science Foundation Artists & Writers Program and flees to Antarctica -- the
bottom of the Earth -- where she encounters a group of misfits motivated by desires as
ambiguous as her own.
Location – Upper Level Fiction Call Number – F Shel
Where'd You Go Bernadette? by Maria Semple (Fiction)
A compulsively readable and touching novel about misplaced genius and a
mother and daughter's role in an absurd world. Bernadette Fox is notorious. To her
Microsoft-guru husband, she's a fearlessly opinionated partner; to fellow privateschool mothers in Seattle, she's a disgrace; to design mavens, she's a
revolutionary architect, and to 15-year-old Bee, she is a best friend and, simply,
Mom. Then Bernadette disappears. It began when Bee aced her report card and claimed
her promised reward: a family trip to Antarctica. But Bernadette's intensifying allergy to
Seattle - and people in general - has made her so agoraphobic that a virtual assistant in
India now runs her most basic errands. A trip to the end of the earth is problematic. To find
her mother, Bee compiles email messages, official documents, secret correspondence creating a compulsively readable and touching novel about misplaced genius and a
mother and daughter's role in an absurd world.
Location – Upper Level Fiction Call Number – F Semp
Also available @ nidl.overdrive.com or on the LIBBY APP E-AUDIOBOOK
Race To The End : Amundsen, Scott, And The Attainment Of The South Pole by
Ross D.E. MacPhee (Non-Fiction)
In connection with the world-famous American Museum of Natural History: the
gripping true story of the race to the South Pole. A beautifully told, impeccably
researched, and stunningly illustrated account of the arduous quest for social advancement,
scientific knowledge, recognition, and pride. A century ago, England's Robert Falcon Scott
and Norway’s Roald Amundsen— two explorers with vastly different visions—set out
separately for the South Pole. The race between these “ideal antagonists” resulted in grand
heroism, bitter tragedy, and the birth and perpetuation of myths that have lingered for
generations.
Location – Main Level Nonfiction Call Number – 919.89 M172r

Good Morning, Midnight : A Novel by Lily Brooks-Dalton (Science Fiction)
Augustine, a brilliant, aging astronomer, is consumed by the stars. For years he
has lived in remote outposts, studying the sky for evidence of how the universe
began. At his latest posting, in a research center in the Arctic, news of a
catastrophic event arrives. The scientists are forced to evacuate, but Augustine
stubbornly refuses to abandon his work. Shortly after the others have gone,
Augustine discovers a mysterious child, Iris, and realizes the airwaves have gone silent. They
are alone. At the same time, Mission Specialist Sullivan is aboard the Aether on its return flight
from Jupiter. The astronauts are the first human beings to delve this deep into space, and
Sully has made peace with the sacrifices required of her: a daughter left behind, a marriage
ended. So far the journey has been a success, but when Mission Control falls inexplicably
silent, Sully and her crew mates are forced to wonder if they will ever get home. As Augustine
and Sully each face an uncertain future against forbidding yet beautiful landscapes, their
stories gradually intertwine in a profound and unexpected conclusion.
Available @ nidl.overdrive.com or on the LIBBY APP E-AUDIOBOOK

Argentina
The Gods Of Tango by Carolina De Robertis (Fiction)
Struggling to make her way in Buenos Aires after the murder of her husband,
seventeen-year-old Leda masters the violin and disguises herself as a man so that
she can join a troupe of tango musicians and perform in public.
Location – Upper Level Fiction

Call Number – F Robe

My Name Is Victoria : The Extraordinary Story Of One Woman's Struggle To
Reclaim Her True Identity by Victoria Donda (Non-Fiction)
Argentina’s coup d’état in 1976 led to one of the bloodiest dictatorships in its
history—thirty thousand people were abducted, tortured, and subsequently
“disappeared.” And hundreds of babies born to pregnant political prisoners were
stolen from their doomed mothers and “given” to families with military ties or who
were collaborators of the regime. Analía was one of these children, raised without
suspecting that she was adopted. At twenty-seven, she learned that her name wasn’t what
she believed it to be, that her parents weren’t her real parents, and that the farce
conceived by the dictatorship had managed to survive through more than two decades of
democracy.
Location – Main Level Nonfiction Call Number – 362.87 D679m

Australia
The Dry : A Novel by Jane Harper (Fiction/Mystery/Thriller)
After getting a note demanding his presence, Federal Agent Aaron Falk arrives in
his hometown for the first time in decades to attend the funeral of his best friend,
Luke. Twenty years ago when Falk was accused of murder, Luke was his alibi. Falk
and his father fled under a cloud of suspicion, saved from prosecution only
because of Luke's steadfast claim that the boys had been together at the time

of the crime. But now more than one person knows they didn't tell the truth back then, and
Luke is dead. Amid the worst drought in a century, Falk and the local detective question
what really happened to Luke. As Falk reluctantly investigates to see if there's more to Luke's
death than there seems to be, long-buried mysteries resurface, as do the lies that have
haunted them. And Falk will find that small towns have always hidden big secrets.
Available @ nidl.overdrive.com or on the LIBBY APP E-AUDIOBOOK & E-BOOK
Relativity by Antonia Hayes (Fiction)
Twelve-year-old Ethan Forsythe, an exceptionally talented boy obsessed with
physics and astronomy, has been raised alone by his mother in Sydney, Australia.
Claire, a former professional ballerina, has been a wonderful parent to Ethan, but
he’s becoming increasingly curious about his father’s absence in his life. Claire is
fiercely protective of her talented, vulnerable son—and of her own feelings. But
when Ethan falls ill, tied to a tragic event that occurred during his infancy, her tightly-held
world is split open.
Location – Upper Level Fiction Call Number – F Haye
Lost & Found by Brooke Davis (Fiction)
Follows a shared encounter between an abandoned seven-year-old, a widowed
shut-in, and a nursing home escapee, who embark on a road trip across
Western Australia to find the child's mother.

Location – Upper Level Fiction Call Number – F Davi
Location – Main Level Book on CD Call Number – F Davi
The Crocodile Hunter : The Incredible Life And Adventures Of Steve and Terri Irwin
by Steve and Terri Irwin (Biography)
Now fans can read about the life and passion of the world's most famous
naturalist, Steve Irwin, as he and his wife Terri delve into the croc hunter's most
famous-and dangerous-adventures. In addition to reading about their
encounters with everything from hissing snakes to charging rhinos, readers can enjoy dozens
of full-color photos, facts about nature and the environment, and intimate glimpses into
Steve and Terri's life away from the cameras.
Location – Main Level Biography Call Number – B I72c

Bulgaria
The Shadow Land by Elizabeth Kostova (Fiction)
A young American woman, Alexandra Boyd, has traveled to Sofia, Bulgaria,
hoping that life abroad will salve thewounds left by the loss of her beloved
brother. Soon after arriving in this elegant East European city, however, she helps
an elderly couple into a taxi--and realizes too late that she has accidentally kept
one of their bags. Inside she finds an ornately carved wooden box engraved with

a name: Stoyan Lazarov. Raising the hinged lid, she discovers that she is holding an urn filled
with human ashes. As Alexandra sets out to locate the family and return this precious item,
she will first have to uncover the secrets of a talented musician who was shattered by
oppression--and she will find out all too quickly that this knowledge is fraught with its own
danger.
Location – Upper Level Large Print Call Number – LP F Kost
Also available @ nidl.overdrive.com or on the LIBBY APP E-AUDIOBOOK
The Balkan Escape : A Cassiopeia Vitt Adventure by Steve Berry (Fiction)
As a favor to enigmatic billionaire Henrik Thorvaldsen, Cassiopeia Vitt treks
into Bulgaria's Rila mountains in search of a buried stash of exceedingly rare
artifacts from a bygone civilization. But when her presence is discovered by a
shadowy group of Russians secretly mining the area, she needs a way out. Who
to trust becomes the question, and her life depends on choosing the right option.
Available @ nidl.overdrive.com or on the LIBBY APP E-BOOK

China
The Great Zoo Of China : A Thriller by Matthew Reilly (Fiction)
It is a secret the Chinese government has been keeping for forty years. They have
found a species of animal no one believed even existed. It will amaze the world.
Now the Chinese are ready to unveil their astonishing discovery within the
greatest zoo ever constructed. A small group of VIPs and journalists has been
brought to the zoo deep within China to see its fabulous creatures for the first
time. Among them is Dr. Cassandra Jane 'CJ' Cameron, a writer for National Geographic
and an expert on reptiles. The visitors are assured by their Chinese hosts that they will be
struck with wonder at these beasts, that they are perfectly safe, and that nothing can go
wrong. Of course it can't... GET READY FOR ACTION ON A GIGANTIC SCALE"
Location – Upper Level Large Print Call Number – LP F Reil
China Dolls : A Novel by Lisa See (Fiction)
In 1938, Ruby, Helen and Grace, three girls from very different backgrounds, find
themselves competing at the same audition for showgirl roles at San Francisco's
exclusive "Oriental" nightclub, the Forbidden City. Grace, an American-born
Chinese girl has fled the Midwest and an abusive father. Helen is from a Chinese
family who have deep roots in San Francisco's Chinatown. And, as both her
friends know, Ruby is Japanese passing as Chinese. At times their differences are
pronounced, but the girls grow to depend on one another in order to fulfill their individual
dreams. Then, everything changes in a heartbeat with the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor.
Suddenly the government is sending innocent Japanese to internment camps under
suspicion, and Ruby is one of them. But which of her friends betrayed her?"
Location – Upper Level Fiction Call Number – F See
Available @ nidl.overdrive.com or on the LIBBY APP E-BOOK

1421 : The Year China Discovered America by Gavin Menzies (non-fiction)
On March 8, 1421, the largest fleet the world had ever seen set sail from China to
"proceed all the way to the ends of the earth to collect tribute from the
barbarians beyond the seas." When the fleet returned home in October 1423, the
emperor had fallen, leaving China in political and economic chaos. The great
ships were left to rot at their moorings and the records of their journeys were
destroyed. Lost in the long, self-imposed isolation that followed was the knowledge that
Chinese ships had reached America seventy years before Columbus and had
circumnavigated the globe a century before Magellan. And they colonized America before
the Europeans, transplanting the principal economic crops that have since fed and clothed
the world.
Available @ nidl.overdrive.com or on the LIBBY APP E-AUDIOBOOK
Never Grow Up by Jackie Chan (Biography)
Jackie Chan reflects on his early life, including his childhood years at
the China Drama Academy, his big breaks in Hong Kong and Hollywood, his
numerous brushes with death, and his life as a husband and father.
Location – Main Level Book on CD Call Number – BOCD C454
Also available @ nidl.overdrive.com or on the LIBBY APP E-AUDIOBOOK

Democratic Republic of Congo
How Dare The Sun Rise : Memoirs Of A War Child by Sandra Uwiringiyimana
(Biography)
The author shares the story of her survival during the Gatumba massacre, despite
losing her mother and sister, and how after moving to America she found healing
through art and activism
Location – Upper Level Teen

Call Number – TB U95

The Girl Who Married An Eagle by Tamar Myers (Fiction)
When Julia Elaine Newton, a young, pretty Ohio girl, volunteered to go on a
mission to the Belgian Congo, she knew it was going to be a huge change. But
she never expected to wind up teaching at an all-girls boarding school that
consisted mostly of runaway child brides!
Available @ nidl.overdrive.com or on the LIBBY APP E-BOOK
The Poisonwood Bible : A Novel by Barbara Kingsolver (Fiction)
The Poisonwood Bible is a story told by the wife and four daughters of Nathan
Price, a fierce, evangelical Baptist who takes his family and mission to the Belgian
Congo in 1959. They carry with them everything they believe they will need from
home, but soon find that all of it—from garden seeds to Scripture—is calamitously
transformed on African soil. What follows is a suspenseful epic of one family's

tragic undoing and remarkable reconstruction over the course of three decades in
postcolonial Africa.
Location – Upper Level Fiction Call Number – F King
Also available @ nidl.overdrive.com or on the LIBBY APP E-BOOK

Egypt
Live From Cairo : A Novel by Ian Bassingthwaighte (Fiction)
After being denied permission to join her husband in America, an Iraqi refugee is
trapped in Cairo during the aftermath of the 2011 revolution and must rely on a
foolhardy attorney with feelings for her and a not entirely legal plan to get her
out.
Location – Upper Level Fiction

Call Number – F Bass

Cleopatra : A Life by Stacy Schiff (Biography)
Her palace shimmered with onyx, garnets, and gold, but was richer still in political
and sexual intrigue. Above all else, Cleopatra was a shrewd strategist and an
ingenious negotiator.

Location – Main level Biography

Call Number – B C628s

Where We Belong by Lynn Austin (Inspirational Fiction)
In the city of Chicago in 1892, the rules for Victorian women are strict, their roles
limited. But sisters Rebecca and Flora Hawes are not typical Victorian ladies. Their
love of adventure and their desire to use their God-given talents has brought
them to the Sinai Desert--and into a sandstorm.
Location – Upper Level Fiction Call Number – IF Aust
Also available @ nidl.overdrive.com or on the LIBBY APP E-BOOK
The Pharaoh's Daughter : A Treasures Of The Nile Novel by Mesu Andrews (Fiction)
Anippe has grown up in the shadows of Egypt’s good god Pharaoh, aware that
Anubis, god of the afterlife, may take her--or her siblings--at any moment. She
watched him snatch her mother and infant brother during childbirth, a moment
which awakens in her a terrible dread of ever bearing a child. When she learns
that she is to be become the bride of Sebak, a kind but quick-tempered Captain
of Pharaoh Tut’s army, Anippe launches a series of deceptions with the help of the Hebrew
midwives—women ordered by Tut to drown the sons of their own people in the Nile—in order
to provide Sebak the heir he deserves and yet protect herself from the underworld gods.
Location – Upper Level Fiction Call Number – IF Andr Nile Bk. 1

Ethiopia
The Girl In The Road by Monica Byrne (Fiction)
Waking up in a futuristic Mumbai with five snake bites, Meena is compelled to
return to her native Ethiopia by way of a forbidden path spanning the Arabian
Sea; while a girl from a different time, Mariama, flees a traumatic experience
to Ethiopia in search of a better life.
Location – Upper Level Fiction

Call Number – F Byrn

The Quest by Nelson Demille (Fiction)
After receiving a tip from a dying priest, four unlikely partners begin a quest to find
the Holy Grail in the jungles of Ethiopia.

Location – Upper Level Large Print

Call Number – LP F DeMi

Cutting For Stone : A Novel by Abraham Verghese (Fiction)
Marion and Shiva Stone are twin brothers born of a secret union between a
beautiful Indian nun and a brash British surgeon. Orphaned by their mother’s
death and their father’s disappearance, bound together by a preternatural
connection and a shared fascination with medicine, the twins come of age as
Ethiopia hovers on the brink of revolution.
Available @ nidl.overdrive.com or on the LIBBY APP E-BOOK
There Is No Me Without You by Melissa Fay Greene (Biography)
After losing her husband and daughter, Haregewoin Teferra, an Ethiopian
woman of modest means, opened her home to some of the thousands of
children in Addis Ababa who have been left as orphans. There Is No Me Without
You is the story of how Haregewoin transformed her home into an orphanage
and day-care center and began facilitating adoptions to homes all over the
world, written by a star of literary nonfiction who is herself an adoptive parent. At heart, it is a
book about children and parents, wherever they may be, however they may find each
other.
Location – Main Level Biography Call Number – B G811

Greece
Sons Of Thunder : Brothers In Arms by Susan May Warren (Inspirational Fiction)
Sophie Frangos is torn between the love of two men and the promise that binds
them all together. Markos Stavros loves Sophie from afar while battling his thirst for
vengeance and his hunger for honor. Dino, his quiet and intelligent brother, simply
wants to forget the horror that drove them from their Greek island home to start a
new life in America. One of these "sons of thunder" offers a future she longs for, the
other—the past she lost. From the sultry Chicago jazz clubs of the roaring twenties to the

World War II battlefields of Europe to a final showdown in a Greek island village, they’ll
discover betrayal, sacrifice and finally redemption. Most of all, when Sophie is forced to
make her choice, she’ll learn that God honors the promises made by the Sons of Thunder.
Location – Upper Level Fiction Call Number – IF Warr
Also available @ nidl.overdrive.com or on the LIBBY APP E-BOOK
Stars Of Fortune by Nora Roberts (Fiction)
Sasha Riggs is a reclusive artist, desperate to understand her visions, she finds
herself drawn to the Greek island of Corfu. She has only just arrived when she
encounters Bran Killian, an Irish magician with a warm charisma and secrets
dancing in his eyes. Together, they might just succeed. But first they must learn to
trust one another, and reveal their deepest secrets.
Location – Main Level Book on CD Call Number – BOCD F Robe
Location – Upper Level Large Print Call Number – LP F Robe
Also available @ nidl.overdrive.com or on the LIBBY APP E-BOOK

The Patmos Deception by Davis Bunn (Inspirational Fiction)
An Ancient Island Holds an Ancient Secret . . . Nick Hennessy, a young Texas
journalist yearning for his big break, finds himself in Europe--his assignment, to
investigate the alarming disappearance of invaluable Grecian antiquities. Nick
has the credentials--and cover ID--to unearth the truth. And he knows just the
researcher to help him... Carey Mathers, fresh from her studies in forensic
archeology, has accepted a job with the prestigious Athens Institute for Antiquities--a dream
come true, really, particularly when the Greek isle of Patmos, where the Apostle John
received his vision of the Apocalypse, was a particular focus of her research. Dimitri Rubinos,
for whom the Greek islands represent his life, holds on by his fingernails to the family charter
boat business. But his country's economic chaos isn't the only thing that has turned his world
on its head...
Location – Upper Level Fiction Call Number – IF Bunn
The Hittite by Ben Bova (Science Fiction)
This is the tale of Lukka, the Hittite soldier who traveled across Greece in
search of the vicious slave traders who kidnapped his wife and sons. He tracks
them all the way to war-torn Troy. There he proves himself a warrior to rank with
noble Hector and swift Achilles. Lukka is the man who built the Trojan horse for
crafty Odysseus, who toppled the walls of Jericho for the Israelites, who stole
beautiful Helen--the legendary face that launched a thousand ships--from her husband
Menelaus after the fall of Troy and fought his way across half the known world to bring her
safely to Egypt.
Location – Upper Level Fiction Call Number - SF Bova

India
The Secret Of The India Orchid by Nancy Campbell Allen (Fiction)
Anthony Blake is in love with his best friend's sister, Sophia Elliot. But his plans to
court her are put on hold when he is forced to resume his role as an undercover
spy for the Crown. A secret document listing the names of the entire network of
British spies—including his own—has been stolen. To protect Sophia, Anthony cuts
off all ties to her and exchanges his life as an honorable earl for the façade of a
flirtatious playboy. Heartbroken and confused, Sophia travels to India, hoping to find healing
in one of the most exotic regions of the British Empire. But the exotic land isn't as restful as she
had hoped. Instead, she finds herself embroiled in a mystery of a missing sea captain, a
possible murder, and a plot that could involve the prince of India. And when Anthony
appears at the British Residency, asking questions and keeping his distance from her, she is
stunned. She still loves him, and, in her heart, she knows he loves her too. But how can she
rebuild her relationship with him if he won't confide in her? Does she dare offer her heart to
him a second time, or will their love be lost under the India sun?
Available @ nidl.overdrive.com or on the LIBBY APP E-AUDIOBOOK
The Great Partition : The Making Of India And Pakistan by Yasmin Khan
(Non-fiction)
A reappraisal of the tumultuous Partition and how it ignited long-standing
animosities between India and PakistanThis new edition of Yasmin
Khan's reappraisal of the tumultuous India-Pakistan Partition features an
introduction reflecting on the latest research and on ways in which
commemoration of the Partition has changed, and considers the Partitionin light of
the current refugee crisis. Reviews of the first edition: "A riveting book on this terrible story."—
Economist "Unsparing. . . . Provocative and painful."—Times (London) "Many histories of
Partition focus solely on theelite policy makers. Yasmin Khan's empathetic account gives
a great insight into the hopes, dreams, and fears of themillions affected by it."—Owen
Bennett Jones, BBC
Available @ nidl.overdrive.com or on the LIBBY APP E-BOOK
Eat, Pray, Love : One Woman's Search For Everything Across Italy, India and
Indonesia by Elizabeth Gilbert (Biography)
Traces the author's decision to quit her job and travel the world for a year after
suffering a midlife crisis and divorce, a journey that took her to three places in her
quest to explore her own nature and learn the art of spiritual balance.
B G464
Also available @ nidl.overdrive.com or on the LIBBY APP E-AUDIOBOOK

Girls Burn Brighter: A Novel by Shobha Rao (Fiction)
Poornima and Savitha have three strikes against them. They are poor. They are
driven. And they are girls. When Poornima was just a toddler, she was about to
fall into a river. Her mother, beside herself, screamed at her father to grab her.
But he hesitated: "I was standing there, and I was thinking...She's just a girl. Let her
go...That's the thing with girls, isn't it...You think, Push. That's all it would take. Just
one little push. “After her mother's death, Poornima has very little kindness in her life. She is
left to take care of her siblings until her father can find her a suitable match. So when Savitha
enters their household, Poornima is intrigued by the joyful, independent-minded girl.
Suddenly their Indian village doesn't feel quite so claustrophobic, and Poornima begins to
imagine a life beyond the arranged marriage her father is desperate to secure for her. But
when a devastating act of cruelty drives Savitha away, Poornima leaves behind everything
she has ever known to find her friend. Her journey takes her into the darkest corners
of India's underworld, on a harrowing cross-continental journey, and eventually to an
apartment complex in Seattle. Alternating between the girls' perspectives as they face
ruthless obstacles, Girls Burn Brighter introduces listeners to two heroines who never allow the
hope that burns within them to be extinguished.
Location – Upper Level Fiction Call Number - F Rao
Available @ nidl.overdrive.com or on the LIBBY APP E-AUDIOBOOK & E-BOOK
The Widows Of Malabar Hill by Sujata Massey (Historical Fiction)
1920s India: Inspired in part by the woman who made history as India's first female
attorney, The Widows of Malabar Hill is a richly wrought story of multicultural 1920s
Bombay as well as the debut of a sharp and promising new sleuth.

Available @ nidl.overdrive.com or on the LIBBY APP E-BOOK
A Necessary Evil : A Novel by Abir Mukherjee (Mystery)
The fabulously wealthy kingdom of Sambalpore is home to tigers, elephants,
diamond mines, and the beautiful Palace of the Sun. But when the heir to the
throne is assassinated in the presence of Captain Sam Wyndham and Sergeant
'Surrender-Not' Banerjee, they discover a kingdom riven with suppressed conflict.
Prince Adhir was a modernizer whose attitudes--and romantic relationships--may
have upset the more religious elements of his country, while his brother--now in line to the
throne--appears to be a feckless playboy. As Wyndham and Banerjee desperately try to
unravel the mystery behind the assassination, they become entangled in a dangerous world
where those in power live by their own rules--and those who cross their paths pay with their
lives. They must find a murderer, before the murderer finds them . . .
Location – Upper Level Fiction Call Number - M Mukh

Indonesia
Thief Of Glory : A Novel by Sigmund Brouwer (Inspirational Fiction)
Jeremiah Prins's life of privilege as the son of a school headmaster in the Dutch
East Indies comes crashing to a halt in 1942 after the Japanese Imperialist
invasion of the Southeast Pacific. Caring for his younger siblings when his father
and older stepbrothers are separated from the rest of the family, he is surprised
by what life in the camp reveals about a woman he barely knows-- his frail,
troubled mother. When the darkest sides of humanity threaten to overwhelm, Jeremiah
reaches for God's light and grace, shining through his people.
Location – Upper Level Fiction Call Number - IF Brou
The Paradise Guest House : A Novel by Ellen Sussman (Fiction)
Surviving the 2002 nightclub bombings in Bali, American adventure guide Jamie is
haunted by traumatic memories, meets a range of colorful fellow survivors, and
fears risking her heart when she finally reconnects with Gabe, the man who
saved her from the blast.
Location – Upper Level Fiction

Call Number - F Suss

Iran
Missing Man : The American Spy Who Vanished In Iran by Barry Meier
(biography)
A real-life thriller about a CIA contractor who vanished in Iran and the
international manhunt to find him

Location – Main Level Biography

Call Number - B M511

Protect And Defend : A Thriller by Vince Flynn (Fiction)
In the aftermath of an Israeli attack on Iranian nuclear facilities, CIA director Irene
Kennedy and operative Mitch Kelly are dispatched to the Middle East to
diffuse Iran's sworn retaliation against the United States.

Location – Upper Level Fiction Call Number - F Flyn Rapp
Location – Main Level Book on CD Call Number - BOCD F FLYN
Also available @ nidl.overdrive.com or on the LIBBY APP E-BOOK

Argo : How The CIA And Hollywood Pulled Off The Most Audacious Rescue In
History by Antonio J. Mendez and Matt Baglio (Non-Fiction)
An account of the 1979 Iran hostage crisis recalls how six of the intended
American hostages escaped from Iranian militants and were rescued by the coauthor and his unlikely team of CIA agents and Hollywood insiders during a highrisk mission in Tehran conducted in the guise of a movie scouting expedition.
Location – Main Level Nonfiction Call Number - 955.0542 M538a
Also available @ nidl.overdrive.com or on the LIBBY APP E-AUDIOBOOK

Iraq
Soldier Girls : The Battles Of Three Women At Home And At War by Helen Thorpe
(non-fiction)
Describes the experiences of three women soldiers deployed to Afghanistan
and Iraq to reveal how their military service has affected their friendships,
personal lives, and families, detailing the realities of their work and how their
choices shaped their perspectives.
Location – Main Level Nonfiction Call Number - 956.7044 TS19s
Location – Upper Level Large Print Call Number - LP 956.7044 T519s

American Sniper : The Autobiography Of The Most Lethal Sniper In U.S. Military
History by Chris Kyle, with Jim DeFelice and Scott McEwen (Biography)
A member of Navy SEAL Team 3 describes his life as a father and husband, and
as the serviceman with the most confirmed sniper kills in the history of the United
States military while serving in Iraq and Afghanistan.
Location – Main Level Biography Call Number - B K99
Available @ nidl.overdrive.com or on the LIBBY APP E-AUDIOBOOK & E-BOOK
Ask Him Why : A Novel by Catherine Ryan Hyde (Fiction)
Ruth and her little brother, Aubrey, are just teenagers when their older brother
ships off to Iraq. When Joseph returns, uninjured, only three and a half months
later, Ruth is happy he is safe but also deeply worried. How can it be that her
courageous big brother has been dishonorably discharged for refusing to go out
on duty? Aubrey can't believe that his hero doesn't have very good reasons. Yet
as the horrifying details of the incident emerge, Joseph disappears. In their attempts to find
him, Ruth and Aubrey discover he has a past far darker than either of them could imagine.
But even as they learn more about their brother, important questions remain unanswered-why did he betray his unit, his country, and now his family? Joseph's refusal to speak ignites a
fire in young Aubrey that results in a disastrous, and public, act of rebellion. The impact of
Joseph's fateful decision one night in Baghdad will echo for years to come, with his siblings
caught between their love for him and the media's engulfing frenzy of judgment. Will their
family ever make their way back to each other and find a way to forgive.
Location – Upper Level Fiction Call Number - F Hyde

Japan
Cool Japan Guide : Fun In The Land Of Manga, Lucky Cats, And Ramen by Abby
Denson (non-fiction)
Explores Japan, offering travel tips and recommendations for dining, sights, and
activities.
Location – Main Level Nonfiction

Call Number - 915.2045 D413

The Abundance Of Less : Lessons In Simple Living From Rural Japan by Andy
Couturier (non-fiction)
Andy Couturier captures the texture of sustainable lives well lived in ten profiles of
ordinary--yet exceptional--men and women who left behind mainstream
existences in urban Japan. These pioneers describe the profound personal
transformations they underwent as they escaped the stress, consumerism,
busyness, and dependence on technology of modern life tells of their fulfilling lives as artists,
philosophers, and farmers who rely on themselves for happiness and sustenance.
Location – Main Level Nonfiction Call Number - 640.286 C872a
Shogun : A Novel Of Japan by James Clavell (fiction)
After Englishman John Blackthorne is lost at sea, he awakens in a place few
Europeans know of and even fewer have seen—Nippon. Thrust into the closed
society that is late sixteenth-century Japan, a land where the line between life
and death is razor-thin, Blackthorne must negotiate not only a foreign people,
with unknown customs and language, but also his own definitions of morality,
truth, and freedom. As internal political strife and a clash of cultures lead to
seemingly inevitable conflict, Blackthorne’s loyalty and strength of character are tested by
both passion and loss, and he is torn between two worlds that will each be forever changed.
Location – Upper Level Fiction Call Number – F Clav
Under The Midnight Sun by Keigo Higashino (Mystery)
In Osaka, Japan, in 1973, the body of a murdered man is found in an
abandoned building. Investigating the crime, Detective SasagakI is unable to
find the killer. Over the next twenty years, through the lens of a succession of
characters, Higashino tells the story of two teens, Ryo and Yukiho, whose lives are
most affected by the crime, and the obsessed detective, Sasagaki, who
continues to investigate the murder, looking for the elusive truth.
Location – Upper Level Fiction Call Number – M Higa
Sachiko : A Nagasaki Bomb Survivor's Story by Caren B. Stelson (Teen NonFiction)
This striking work of narrative nonfiction tells the true story of six-year-old Sachiko
Yasui's survival of the Nagasaki atomic bomb on August 9, 1945 and the
heartbreaking and lifelong aftermath. Having conducted extensive interviews

with Sachiko Yasui, Caren Stelson shares the true story of a young girl who survived the
atomic bomb and chronicles her long journey to find peace. This special book offers listeners
a remarkable new perspective on the final moments of World War II and their aftermath.
Location – Upper Level Teen Call Number – T 940.5424 S824
Shame And The Captives : A Novel by Thomas Keneally (Fiction)
Based on true events, this beautifully rendered novel from the author of
Schindler's List and The Daughters of Mars brilliantly explores a World War II prison
camp, where Japanese prisoners resolve to take drastic action to wipe away
their shame. Alice is a young woman living on her father-in-law's farm on the
edge of an Australian country town, while her husband is held prisoner in Europe.
When Giancarlo, an Italian anarchist at the prisoner-of-war camp down the road, is assigned
to work on the farm, she hopes that being kind to him will somehow influence her husband's
treatment. What she doesn't anticipate is how dramatically Giancarlo will expand her
outlook and self-knowledge.
Location – Upper Level Fiction Call Number – F Kene

Korea
Star Of The North : A Novel by D.B. John (Fiction)
"A propulsive and ambitious thriller about a woman trying to rescue her twin sister
from captivity in North Korea, and the North Korean citizens with whom she forms
an unlikely alliance Star of the North opens in 1988, when a Korean American
teenager is kidnapped from a South Korean beach by North Korean operatives.
Twenty-two years later, her brilliant twin sister, Jenna, is still searching for her, and
ends up on the radar of the CIA. When evidence that her sister may still be alive in
North Korea comes to light, Jenna will do anything possible to rescue her--including
undertaking a daring mission into the heart of the regime. Her story is masterfully braided
together with two other narrative threads. In one, a North Korean peasant woman finds a
forbidden international aid balloon and uses the valuables inside to launch a dangerously
lucrative black-market business. In the other, a high-ranking North Korean official discovers,
to his horror, that he may be descended from a traitor, a fact that could mean his death if it
is revealed. As the novel progresses, these narrative strands converge and connect in
surprising ways, ultimately building to an explosive and unforgettable climax"
Location – Upper Level Fiction Call Number – F John
A Kim Jong-Il Production : The Extraordinary True Story Of A Kidnapped
Filmmaker, His Star Actress, And A Young Dictator's Rise To Power by Paul Fischer
(Non-Fiction)
Documents the North Korean dictator's 1978 kidnapping of a South Korean
actress and her filmmaker ex-husband, describing how they were imprisoned,
forced to remarry, and compelled to make films for their captor before their
daring escape.
Location – Main Level Nonfiction Call Number 791.4309 F529k

Mongolia
Finding Gobi : A Little Dog With A Very Big Heart by Dion Leonard (Biography)
Finding Gobi is the miraculous tale of Dion Leonard, a seasoned ultramarathon
runner who crosses paths with a stray dog while competing in a 155-mile race
through the Gobi Desert in China. The lovable pup, who would later earn the
name Gobi, proved that what she lacked in size, she more than made up for in
heart, as she went step for step with Dion over the Tian Shan Mountains, across
massive sand dunes, through yurt villages and the black sands of the Gobi Desert, keeping
pace with him for 77 miles.
Location – Main Level Biography Call Number – B L581
Also available @ nidl.overdrive.com or on the LIBBY APP E-BOOK

Treasure Of Khan by Clive Cussler and Dirk Cussler (Fiction)
When Dirk Pitt is nearly killed rescuing an oil survey team from a freak wave on
Russia’s Lake Baikal, it appears a simple act of nature. But when the survey team
is abducted and Pitt’s research vessel nearly sunk, it becomes clear this is no run
of bad luck, but the influence of something, or someone, more sinister.
Location – Upper Level Fiction Call Number – F Cuss Pitt Bk. 19
Also available @ nidl.overdrive.com or on the LIBBY APP E-AUDIOBOOK

New Zealand
Five Minutes Alone : A Thriller by Paul Cleave (Fiction)
Investigating a string of disappearances and murders of convicted rapists,
detective Tate must find the culprit despite the public rooting against justice,
while Schroeder deals with the physical and mental toll of their previous case.

Location – Upper Level Fiction

Call Number – F Clea

Hard Way Back by Kent Kaiser (Biography)
Hard Way Back is one man's true story of political corruption in Alaska
and New Zealand, revealing why he was chased across the globe by a U.S.
Special Agent and jailed in a foreign country. The author untiringly perseveres
through his ordeals and emerges, battle scarred but victorious, at peace with
himself, his life, and God. This riveting autobiography chronicles accomplished
outdoor enthusiast and successful adventure guide Kent Kaiser's grueling
three-year odyssey through a gauntlet of corrupt legal systems, romance and betrayal,
spiritual soul-searching and recommitment.
Location – Main Level Biography Call Number – B K13

Pakistan
All That's Left To Tell by Daniel Lowe (Fiction)
Every night, Marc Laurent, an American taken hostage in Pakistan, is bound and
blindfolded. And every night, a woman he knows only as Josephine visits his cell.
At first, her questions are mercenary: Is there anyone back home who will pay
the ransom? But when Marc can offer no name, she asks him a question about
his daughter that is even more terrifying than his captivity. And so begins a
strange yet increasingly comforting ritual, in which Josephine and Marc tell each other
stories. As these stories build upon one another, a father and daughter start to find their way
toward understanding each other again.
Location – Upper Level Fiction Call Number – F Lowe

K2 : Life And Death On The World's Most Dangerous Mountain by Ed Viesturs with
David Roberts (non-fiction)
"At 28,251 feet, the world's second-tallest mountain, K2 thrusts skyward out of the
Karakoram Range of northern Pakistan. Climbers regard it as the ultimate
achievement in mountaineering, with good reason. Four times as deadly as
Everest, K2 has claimed the lives of seventy-seven climbers since 1954. In August
2008 eleven climbers died in a single thirty-six-hour period on K2-the worst single-event
tragedy in the mountain's history and the second-worst in the long chronicle of
mountaineering in the Himalaya and Karakoram ranges. Yet summiting K2 remains a
cherished goal for climbers from all over the globe.
Location – Main Level Nonfiction Call Number – 796.522095491 V665k

Saudi Arabia
A Hologram For The King : A Novel by Dave Eggers (Fiction)
A struggling American businessman travels to a rising Saudi Arabian city with the
hopes of securing a contract that will earn him a commission large enough to
stave off his economic woes and hold his family together.

Location – Upper Level Fiction Call Number – F Egge
Also available @ nidl.overdrive.com or on the LIBBY APP E-BOOK
The Bin Ladens : An Arabian Family In The American Century by Steve Coll (Nonfiction)
The Bin Ladens rose from poverty to privilege; they loyally served the Saudi
royal family for generations--and then one of their number changed history on
September 11, 2001. Journalist Steve Coll tells the story of the rise of the Bin
Laden family and of the wildly diverse lifestyles of the generation to which
Osama bin Laden belongs, and against whom he rebelled.
Location – Main Level Nonfiction Call Number – 953.805 C697b

Singapore
Sarong Party Girls by Cheryl Lu-lien Tan (Fiction)
On the edge of twenty-seven, Jazzy hatches a plan for her and her best
girlfriends: Sher, Imo, and Fann. Before the year is out, these Sarong Party Girls will
all have spectacular weddings to expat ang moh-- caucasian-- husbands, with
Chanel babies (half-white children--the ultimate status symbol) quickly to follow.
Razor-sharp, spunky, and cheerfully brand-obsessed, Jazzy is a woman who plays
to win.
Location – Upper Level Fiction Call Number – F Tan
Also available @ nidl.overdrive.com or on the LIBBY APP E-BOOK

Sri Lanka
Wave by Sonali Deraniyagala (Non-Fiction)
On the morning of December 26, 2004, on the southern coast of Sri Lanka, Sonali
Deraniyagala lost her parents, her husband, and her two young sons in the
tsunami she miraculously survived. In this brave and searingly frank memoir, she
describes those first horrifying moments and her long journey since.
Location – Main level Nonfiction Call Number – 954.93 D427w
Also available @ nidl.overdrive.com or on the LIBBY APP E-BOOK

Sudan and South Sudan
When The Nile Runs Red by DiAnn Mills (Inspirational Fiction)
Paul Farid was once a member of the royal family, who openly persecuted any
Sudanese who failed to practice Islam. Now he's a Christian, who puts his life on
the line to aid the persecuted Sudanese. His wife, Larson, is a doctor committed
to giving her life for peace.
Location – Upper Level Fiction Call Number – IF Mill
Also available @ nidl.overdrive.com or on the LIBBY APP E-BOOK
Slave : My True Story by Mende Nazer and Damien Lewis (Biography)
Nazer was about 12 when raiders burned her Nuba village, killed the adults, and
took 31 young children, who were sold in Sudan's capital Khartoum. She tells of
her years in slavery, her flight after seven years, and her attainment of asylum in
Britain. British journalist Lewis helped her escape and write her story.
Location – Main Level Biography

Call Number – B N335

Switzerland
The Fear Index by Robert Harris (Fiction)
His name is carefully guarded from the general public but within the secretive
inner circles of the ultra-rich Dr Alex Hoffmann is a legend - a visionary scientist
whose computer software turns everything it touches into gold. Together with his
partner, an investment banker, Hoffmann has developed a revolutionary form of
artificial intelligence that tracks human emotions, enabling it to predict
movements in the financial markets with uncanny accuracy. His hedge fund, based in
Geneva, makes billions. But then in the early hours of the morning, while he lies asleep with
his wife, a sinister intruder breaches the elaborate security of their lakeside house.
Location – Upper Level Fiction Call Number – F Harr
Also available @ nidl.overdrive.com or on the LIBBY APP E-BOOK
The Sigma Protocol by Robert Ludlum (Fiction)
In Zurich, Switzerland, American investment banker Ben Hartman has arrived on
holiday when he chances upon old friend Jimmy Cavanaugh -- a madman
who's armed and programmed to assassinate. In a matter of minutes, six
innocent bystanders -- and Cavanaugh -- are dead. But when his body vanishes,
and his weapon mysteriously appears in Hartman's luggage, Hartman is plunged
into an unfathomable nightmare, and suddenly finds himself on the run. Meanwhile in
Washington, D.C., Anna Navarro, field agent for the Department of justice, has been asked
to investigate the sudden -- seemingly unrelated -- deaths of eleven men throughout the
world. The only thing that connects them is a secret file, over a half-century old, linked to the
CIA, and marked with the same puzzling codename: Sigma. But as Anna follows the
connecting thread, she finds herself in the shadows of a relentless killer who is one step
ahead of her, victim by victim. Together she and Hartman must uncover the diabolical
secrets long held behind the codename, Sigma. It will threaten everything they think they
know about themselves and confirm their very worst fears...
Location – Upper Level Fiction Call Number – F Ludl
The Last Wild Men Of Borneo : A True Story of Death and Treasure by Carl
Hoffman (Non-Fiction)
In 1984, Swiss traveler Bruno Manser joined an expedition to the Mulu caves on
Borneo, the planet’s third largest island. There he slipped into the forest interior to
make contact with the Penan, an indigenous tribe of peace-loving nomads
living among the Dayak people, the fabled “Headhunters of Borneo.” Bruno lived
for years with the Penan, gaining acceptance as a member of the tribe. However, when
commercial logging began devouring the Penan’s homeland, Bruno led the tribe against
these outside forces, earning him status as an enemy of the state, but also worldwide fame
as an environmental hero. He escaped captivity under gunfire twice, but the strain took a
psychological toll. Then, in 2000, Bruno disappeared without a trace. Had he become a
madman, a hermit, or a martyr?
Location – Main Level Nonfiction Call Number 915.983 H699l
Also available @ nidl.overdrive.com or on the LIBBY APP E-BOOK

The Finishing School : A Novel by Joanna Goodman (Mystery)
In this suspenseful, provocative novel of friendship, secrets, and deceit, a
successful writer returns to her elite Swiss boarding school to get to the bottom of
a tragic accident that took place while she was a student twenty years earlier.
How far would you go to uncover the truth? One spring night in 1998 the
beautiful Cressida Strauss plunges from a fourth-floor balcony at the Lycée
Internationale Suisse with catastrophic consequences. Loath to draw negative publicity to
the school, a bastion of European wealth and glamour, officials quickly dismiss the incident
as an accident, but questions remain: Was it a suicide attempt? Or was Cressida pushed
Available @ nidl.overdrive.com or on the LIBBY APP E-BOOK & E-AUDIOBOOK

Syria
A Land Of Permanent Goodbyes by Atia Abawi (teen)
A story of refugees escaping from war-torn Syria is masterfully told by a foreign
news correspondent who experienced the crisis firsthand. In a country ripped
apart by war, Tareq lives with his big and loving family . . . until the bombs strike.
His city is in ruins. His life is destroyed. And those who have survived are left to
figure out their uncertain future. In the wake of destruction, he's threatened by
Daesh fighters and witnesses a public beheading. Tareq's family knows that to continue to
stay alive, they must leave.
Location – Upper Level Teen Call Number - T Abaw
Also available @ nidl.overdrive.com or on the LIBBY APP E-BOOK

Tanzania
A Surgeon In The Village : An American Doctor Teaches Brain Surgery In Africa by
Tony Bartelme (Biography)
A Surgeon in the Village tells the true story of Dr. Dilan Ellegala's quest to teach
brain surgery in one of the poorest and most remote places on earth. In vivid
detail, the book also exposes one of the world's most neglected but serious
public health problems - one that kills more people than malaria, tuberculosis
and AIDS combined.
Location – Main Level Biography Call Number – B B283
My Life With The Chimpanzees by Jane Goodall (Biography)
The well-known English zoologist describes her early interest in animals and how
this led to her study of chimpanzees at the Gombe Stream Reserve in Tanzania.

Also available @ nidl.overdrive.com or on the LIBBY APP E-BOOK

Thailand
Wild By Nature : From Siberia to Australia, Three Years Alone In The Wilderness On
Foot By Sarah Marquis (Non-Fiction)
In 2010, Sarah Marquis embarked on a perilous journey: alone and on foot, she
walked ten thousand miles across the Gobi Desert, from Siberia, through
Thailand, to the Australian outback. Relying on hunting and her own wits, she
traversed fever-haunted jungles and scorching deserts, braved harassment from
drug dealers, the Mafia, and camp raids from thieves on horseback. Surviving dehydration,
dengue fever delirium and crippling infection, Sarah experienced a raw and spiritual
communion after three years of walking at the base of a tree in the plains of Australia.
Location – Main Level Non-fiction Call Number – 613.69 M357w
A Good Death by Christopher R. Cox (Mystery)
A nail-biting debut mystery that plunges readers into the seamy side streets of
Bangkok and across violent Lao mountains. This expertly crafted debut
introduces Sebastian Damon, a sharp-witted and likeable though down-on-hisluck Boston PI who catches an intriguing case. Linda Watts is a beautiful, talented
Lao immigrant with a promising career—or she was, until she turns up dead in a
cheap Bangkok guest house. Her death seems like a straightforward overdose to the Thai
authorities, but her insurance company isn’t buying it. They hire Sebastian to travel halfway
around the world to investigate, and so he finds himself completely out of place chasing
faint leads through the broken streets of Bangkok.
Location – Upper Level Fiction Call Number – M Cox
The Jungle by Clive Cussler With Jack Du Brul (Fiction)
To pull off their latest mission, Cabrillo and the crew of the Oregon must survive a
devastating new weapon unleashed in thirteenth-century China ... a daring
rescue in the snowbound mountains along the Afghanistan-Pakistan border ... a
woman gone missing in the jungles of northern Thailand and Myanmar ... for
Cabrillo and company, all of these events will come together -- leading to the
greatest threat against US security that the country has ever known.
Location – Upper Level Fiction Call Number – F Cuss
Also available @ nidl.overdrive.com or on the LIBBY APP E-BOOK

Turkey
The Hundred-Year Walk : An Armenian Odyssey by Dawn Anahid MacKeen
(Biography)
The inspiring story of a young Armenian's harrowing escape from genocide and
of his granddaughter's quest to retrace his steps. Growing up, Dawn MacKeen
heard fragments of her grandfather Stepan's story, of how he was swept up in
the deadly mass deportation of Armenians during World War I and of how he
miraculously managed to escape. Longing for a fuller picture of Stepan's life--and the lost
home her family fled--Dawn travels alone to Turkey and Syria, across a landscape still rife with
tension. Using his long-lost journals as a guide, she reconstructs her grandfather's odyssey to

the far reaches of the Ottoman Empire, where he found himself in the midst of unspeakable
atrocities. Part reportage, part memoir, The Hundred-Year Walk alternates between Stepan's
tale of resilience and Dawn's remarkable journey, giving us a rare firsthand account of the
twentieth century's first genocide. It's filled with edge-of-your-seat escapes and accounts of
lifesaving kindnesses in the harsh desert. And it's in the desert that Dawn finds the
unexpected: the secret to Stepan's survival.
Location – Main Level Biography Call Number – B M678m

Istanbul Passage : A Novel by Joseph Kanon (Fiction_
The Good German, and Los Alamos--a gripping tale of an American undercover
agent in 1945 Istanbul who descends into the murky cat-and-mouse world of
compromise and betrayal that will come to define the entire post-war era.

Location – Upper Level Fiction

Call Number – F Kano

Uganda
Daring To Hope : Finding God's Goodness In The Broken And The Beautiful by
Katie Davis Majors (Non-fiction)
How do you hold on to hope when you don't get the ending you asked for?
When Katie Davis Majors moved to Uganda, accidentally founded a booming
organization, and later became the mother of thirteen girls through the miracle
of adoption, she determined to weave her life together with the people she
desired to serve. But joy often gave way to sorrow as she invested her heart fully in walking
alongside people in the grip of poverty, addiction, desperation, and disease
Location – Main Level Nonfiction Call Number – 276.761 M234d
Also available @ nidl.overdrive.com or on the LIBBY APP E-AUDIOBOOK
Brush Of Wings by Karen Kingsbury (Inspirational Fiction)
The third novel in an unforgettable series about divine intervention and the trials
and triumphs of life for a group of friends. Despite needing a heart transplant and
against the advice of her doctor, Mary Catherine moves to Uganda to work at a
new orphanage. Whatever time she has left; Mary Catherine wants to spend it
helping children--especially since there will be no children of her own. The only
problem is Major League Baseball player Marcus Dillinger, the man she never meant to fall in
love with. Neither Marcus nor Mary Catherine's other friends--Tyler Ames and Sami Dawson-know just how serious her heart condition is. Still, Marcus is sure in the depths of his soul that
something isn't right. Ultimately his correspondence with Mary Catherine leads him on a
desperate life-or-death mission to rescue her and get her to a US hospital before time runs
out. Meanwhile, Sami and Tyler struggle with issues of their own. In a season when Tyler plans
to ask Sami to marry him, the very core of their relationship is in jeopardy. The team of angels
walking is busier than ever in this epic battle between life and death. A Brush of Wings is a
poignant tale of love, sacrifice, and the power of faith.

Location – Upper Level Fiction Call Number – IF King Angels Bk. 3
Location – Main Level Book on CD Call Number – IF King Book 3 Angles
Also available @ nidl.overdrive.com or on the LIBBY APP E-AUDIOBOOK

Operation Thunderbolt : Flight 139 And The Raid On Entebbe Airport, The Most
Audacious Hostage Rescue Mission In History by Saul David (Non-fiction)
On June 27, 1976, an Air France flight from Tel Aviv to Paris was hijacked by a
group of Arab and German terrorists who demanded the release of 53 terrorists.
The plane was forced to divert to Entebbe, in Uganda--ruled by the murderous
despot Idi Amin, who had no interest in intervening. Days later, Israeli
commandos disguised as Ugandan soldiers assaulted the airport terminal, killed all the
terrorists, and rescued all the hostages but three who were killed in the crossfire. The assault
force suffered just one fatality: its commander, Yoni Netanyahu (brother of Israel's current
Prime Minister.) Three of the country's greatest leaders: Ehud Barak, Shimon Peres and Yitzhak
Rabin planned and pulled off one of the most astonishing military operations in history.
Location – Main Level Nonfiction Call Number – 967.6104 D249o
Kisses From Katie : A Story Of Relentless Love And Redemption by Katie Davis with
Beth Clark (Non-fiction)
Katie Davis left over Christmas break of her senior year for a short mission trip to
Uganda and her life was turned completely inside out. She found herself so
moved by the people of Uganda and the needs she saw that she knew her
calling was to return and care for them. Katie, a charismatic and articulate
young woman, is in the process of adopting thirteen children in Uganda and has established
a ministry, Amazima, that feeds and sends hundreds more to school while teaching them the
Word of Jesus Christ. Kisses from Katie invites readers on a journey of radical love down the
red dirt roads of Uganda. You’ll laugh and cry with Katie as she follows Jesus into the
impossible and finds joy and beauty beneath the dust. Katie and her children delight in
saying yes to the people God places in front of them and challenge readers to do the same,
changing the world one person at a time.
Location – Main Level Nonfiction Call Number – 362.73092 D262k

Yemen
The Woman Who Fell From The Sky : An American Journalist in Yemen/ Jennifer
Steil (Biography)
In a world fraught with suspicion between the Middle East and the West, it's hard
to believe that one of the most influential newspapers in Yemen--the desperately
poor, ancestral homeland of Osama bin Laden, which has made has made
international headlines for being a terrorist breeding ground--would be handed over to an
agnostic, Campari-drinking, single woman from Manhattan who had never set foot in the
Middle East. Yet this is exactly what happened to journalist, Jennifer Steil.
Location – Main Level Book on CD Call Number – BOCD B S818

The Panther by Nelson DeMille (Fiction)
Anti-Terrorist Task Force agent John Corey and his FBI agent wife, Kate Mayfield,
search for the mastermind behind the bombing of the USS Cole in Yemen.

Location – Upper Level Fiction Call Number – F DeMi
Location – Main Level Book on CD Call Number – BOCD F DeMi Book 6 Corey
The Monk Of Mokha by Dave Eggers (Biography)
Mokhtar Alkhanshali is twenty-four and working as a doorman when he discovers
the astonishing history of coffee and Yemen’s central place in it. He leaves San
Francisco and travels deep into his ancestral homeland to tour terraced farms
high in the country’s rugged mountains and meet beleaguered but determined
farmers. But when war engulfs the country and Saudi bombs rain down, Mokhtar
has to find a way out of Yemen without sacrificing his dreams or abandoning his people.
Location – Main Level Book on CD Call Number – BOCD B A415e
Location – Main Level Biography Call Number – B A415e
Also available @ nidl.overdrive.com or on the LIBBY APP E-BOOK

Zambia
Leaving Before The Rains Come by Alexandra Fuller (Biography)
A child of the Rhodesian wars and of two deeply complicated parents, Alexandra
Fuller is no stranger to pain. But the disintegration of Fuller’s own marriage leaves
her shattered. Looking to pick up the pieces of her life, she confronts tough
questions about her past, about the American man she married, and about the
family she left behind in Africa. Fuller soon realizes that what is missing from her life
is something that was always there: the brash and uncompromising ways of her father.
Also available @ nidl.overdrive.com or on the LIBBY APP E-BOOK
Safari by Parnell Hall (Mystery)
Reluctantly embarking on a group safari trip to Zambia, Stanley Hastings finds
himself at the mercy of a reckless hunter guide who enjoys encounters with
dangerous animals before suspicious accidents begin plaguing fellow tourists.

Location – Upper Level Fiction

Call Number – M Hall Hastings Bk. 18

